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 KML and .GPX files, there’s no need to spend hours downloading files to find the exact trail you want to explore. Maps Don’t
miss a turn! Grab your Magellan Topo Zone Planner and any of the more than 30,000 full-color, fully customizable topographic

maps in the world’s first waterproof, magnetic topographic mapping system that comes in a pack that’s fully waterproof,
waterproof, and dirtproof – and rainproof. Navigate like the pros! With the Magellan GPS system, you’ll be able to get your

bearings on land or water with an average turn-by-turn accuracy of 25 meters. Plus, with a built-in IMC (instrument-measuring
compass), you can get accurate and reliable readings in conditions of all types. Feather-light and ready-to-go! At less than 4 oz.,
Magellan’s Topo Zone Planner System is the perfect balance of size, portability, and coverage. Stay dry! Using the waterproof,
magnetically protected, rugged aluminum shell as a rainproof case protects your investment from the elements. Waypoints &

Routes Expertly guide your way! The integrated IMC compass lets you navigate like a pro, with a reliable and accurate compass
even when the sun is low or obscured. Compatible Compatible with your favorite Garmin, Magellan, or Suunto devices,

Magellan compatible models come with a topographic mapping system for detailed, accurate, and comprehensive maps. The
Magellan range is compatible with most popular Garmin and Suunto GPS-enabled handhelds, smartphones, and tablets.

Magellan Topo Zone Planner is compatible with most popular Garmin, Magellan, and Suunto devices, such as the GPSMap
Premium series handhelds, smartphones, and tablets. Garmin Sat-Astra 13-inch 1020L Laptop Bundle Prepare for your next

great outdoor adventure in France with this highly detailed topographic mapping product. With fully routable maps and
Garmin .KML and .GPX files, there’s no need to spend hours downloading files to find the exact trail you want to explore. Don’t

miss a turn! Grab your Magellan Topo Zone Planner and any of the more than 30,000 full- 82157476af
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